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A Streetcar Named Desire

By

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

Cast

Blanche       Cate Davison*
Stella        Bailey Robinson
Stanley       Jay Kistler*
Mitch         Storm Smith
Eunice        Lauren Acobe
Steve         Ray Singleton*
Pablo          Sean Johnson
Streetwalker  Bailey Glosson*
Nun/Streetwalker/Flower Seller  Cassi Tualla*
Nun/Nurse     Jacqueline Deininger*
Drunk/Doctor  Cody Abshire
Sailor/Young Collector  Geoffrey Jordan
Red Hot Vendor  Travis Schurmann

A Streetcar Named Desire is presented by arrangement with
Dramatists Play Service, Inc.
on behalf of
The University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee

Setting

New Orleans French Quarter
May—September late 1940s
There will be one ten minute intermission

Artistic Staff

Director               Russell Luke
Scenic Design           Anna Sartin
Costume Design          Janet Gray
Lighting Design         Anna Sartin
Sound Design            Kelley McSwain*
Technical Direction     Biff Edge
Costume Studio Supervisor Brenda Floyd
Master Electrician      Hayden Henderson
Stage Manager           Christopher Singleton*
Assistant Stage Managers  Sarah Gunter
Technical Director      Allie Molinari

*Denotes member of Alpha Psi Omega the National Honorary Theatre Fraternity
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